There's a Place for Everybody at the Library

Join the bears on an adventure through Stapleton!
Rusty, Vortex, Espresso, and Brad are going to the library to work on their midterm papers.
Vortex begins her research in the computer lab on the first floor.
They visit the reference desk to get help finding a database from a friendly librarian.
Rusty looks for a book on the history of the Civil War on the second floor.
Quickly deciding to take a break, Rusty re-joins his friends to contemplate their projects as they stare out the window from the seating area on the second floor.
After sitting for a while, the bears visit the children’s section on the second floor of Stabley to clear their minds a little more.
Espresso and Brad take advantage of the display cases on the first floor to gain some extra-curricular knowledge for their papers.
Next, they take time to appreciate the artwork hanging in the stairwell. This is a portrait of Andy Warhol, which was loaned from the university museum.
Realizing that they’ve been off-task for a long time, Vortex and Espresso find a group study room that the four of them can use to work on their papers.
All four bears start studying frantically. Brad looks for a source on exercise science while Espresso searches for a book on women’s studies. Rusty still hasn’t found a book on the Civil War, and Vortex researches English Studies.
After finding their books, the bears need computers to write their papers. A helpful library volunteer helps them check out laptops at the media equipment desk, located near the reference desk.
They unwind for a minute in the leisure reading section. Brad’s a fan of World War Z.
The four friends rejuvenate with some coffee from Java City. Rusty especially needs an eye-opener.
Good thing the library is now open 24 hours a day, 5 days a week!
After finishing their research, Vortex, Espresso, Brad, and Rusty get their I-Cards ready to check out their books at the circulation desk.
Brad incorrectly tries to use the self-check station while Vortex silently judges him.
The library is a great place to learn and have a little fun, as our four teddy bear friends have shown us!
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